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This is a review of my main take-aways from the 2018 Games Developer Conference in San 

Francisco. I’ll try to highlight some of the highlight topics that stood out from the event, but if you 

want a little more detail I’m very happy to chat in person. This content is intended for a subject 

aware audience, but others might get something from it. I have just over 20 pages of notes collected 

across the presentations I attended, and plenty of opinion, so if anyone needs more specific detail 

about any of the topics do please let me know. 

  



 

The last GDC I was able to attend was in 2016, so a break from what had been an annual conference 

attendance to keep up to date on trends and technologies in the games industry. While monitoring 

GDC 2017 via the internet, I didn’t really get much of a feel for what was going on, or the direction 

things might be going in the future, by being remote from events. It’s surprising how much you can 

pick up with chatting to the random people you meet around the event, or while listening to other 

people’s conversations while waiting in line for a presentation.  

I’ve been active in the games industry since around 1984 and I’ve always prided myself on being up 

to date on current industry practice, not only in terms of software/game implementation, but also in 

an ongoing awareness of the broader trends and behaviours of the games industry market place. My 

experience and ability to analyse most aspects of the games industry has enabled me, in the past, to 

advise publishers and hardware manufactures on the possible success (or otherwise) of endeavours 

they were engaged in. So, it is critical for my continued ability to be informed in this area to be 

supported through engaging in an industry focussed activity such as GDC and is why I personally 

benefit (and therefore others do) so much from continued attendance.  

 

Usually there is a key theme, a significant takeaway, that presents itself during each GDC event, 

something that indicates the emerging focus or key area of development for the industry.  These 

aren’t specific named themes from the event organiser, but more the sense of direction indicated by 

a representation through talks, conversations overheard, emerging technologies, or simply mixed in 

with other content or subjects, but that keep repeating and rise to the top as a message or direction.  



 

This year that clear theme appeared to be Artificial Intelligence (AI), most importantly Machine and 

Deep Learning. There were many talks directly addressing the subject, even beyond the usual A.I. 

Tutorial Day presentation pipeline, but the topic came up again and again across several other 

pathways relating to procedural level and game design, music creation, texture generation and so 

on.  

I’d had a meeting with IBM a couple of years ago, where they came to the university to discuss how 

Watson might be used in games development. Simon Brookes and Mitu K. were present, where I 

advised that (at least at the time) games largely used rules to drive game ‘AI’, so the nature of the 

purpose for AI use was different to those of a technology such as Watson. However, I had suggested 

they speak to developers at the next possible GDC event, and canvas opinion for how the technology 

might be of use to the games industry. During this meeting I did propose that one use of Watson 

might be for artificial humans in tasks such as moderating games, such as in MMOs (e.g. World of 

Warcraft), and while this meeting lead to no benefit for me personally, I wasn’t surprised to see 12 

months later the same IBM representatives, but along with Mitu, offering a Watson-based solution 

along the lines I’d previously suggested. I understand they were present again at this year’s GDC, 

however the IBM stand was focussed on their web-services technology, so I didn’t see Mitu to have 

a chat about how things were going, or the future of their technology.   

What I’d say is apparent, getting back to the presentations regarding AI at GDC, was that many of 

the talks advocating use of the technology weren’t really sure what to use it for. However, other 

topic presenters, whose talks weren’t specifically about AI, did give better indications of the use of 

Machine and Deep Learning AI, through their own practical applications of the technologies.  



 

Allegorithmic teased a new tool in their Substance art production line of software called ‘Project 

Alchemist’. To be honest at this stage I’m not entirely sure what it’s supposed to do, but my guess 

would be that it uses AI to help create tile-able/reusable materials, based on ‘partial’ input data. So, 

have a fragment of the information needed for the creation of a material, and then make an 

informed ‘guess’ what the rest/implementation should be. They called it, Augmented Material 

Creation, and it would utilise a combination of Procedural, Capture, Artistry, and Artificial 

Intelligence to generate material (substance) content. I believe the beta of this technology will be 

available to Substance Subscribers by the end of Q2, it’s currently in Private Beta but I don’t have the 

spare time to consider applying at https://www.allegorithmic.com/products/project-alchemist.  

 

Figure 1 – Real-Time Ray Tracing in Unreal Engine 4 

Another, rather unexpected, theme to present itself or rather re-present itself was Ray Tracing. Ray 

tracing was one of the earliest ways of rendering 3D on a computer, I’m pretty sure it was the first 

rendering technique I’d ever personally seen on a ‘Home Computer’ back in the 1980s. It gave 

amazing image quality but as the render time was significant it didn’t offer anywhere near the 

performance needed for real-time games, even to this day. Games rendering in real-time went the 

more reasonable triangle drawing route, with combinations of forward/backward/deferred/etc. 

rendering pipelines.  

I knew before GDC that Microsoft had a DirectX based announcement to make, I’d chatted to Mark 

Eyles about it before I flew out, and suggested I’d hoped they might offer a more accessible version 

https://www.allegorithmic.com/products/project-alchemist


of DirectX12, going to a DX13 (dare they ever do a ‘13’?) and simplifying some aspects of the 

implementation process. However, arriving at GDC I also determined that Epic Games had a surprise 

announcement for their Keynote event mid-week, what I failed to do was put two-and-two together, 

to spot that these announcements might be related.  

 

So, on the Wednesday morning Epic Games somewhat spoilt Microsoft’s later in the day reveal, by 

announcing Real-Time DirectX Raytracing, powered by new hardware from Nvidia (Nvidia RTX) and 

Microsoft DXR.  

The scope of the technology was initially confusing. For sure, the demonstrations would be running 

on some new very expensive hardware, but who was that hardware targeting, the games consumer 

or the Film industry? The presentation from Epic was showing film quality content, in collaboration 

with ILM’s xLab, demonstrating the power of the hardware, API, and already updated version of 

Unreal Engine 4 utilising the technologies to demonstrate content via Sequencer produced scenes.  

 

Figure 2- Nvidia's Real-time Ray Tracing PC 



I believe the demonstration was running on two Nvidia Titan X2 graphics cards, but Nvidia also 

promoted their dedicated 4xT2 based rendering station (see image above), which was clearly 

targeted at the film industry (reminded me of the Silicon Graphics Indigo Workstations from a very 

long time ago).  

It seemed unlikely to me, if this technology was intended for consumer games hardware, that it 

would have the capacity to render out full content scenes. So, was this technology purely intended 

to enable movie content production, via tools such as UE4’s Sequencer? Was it a marker put down 

to evolve towards, so there was a future target for games development? A clue was present with the 

suggestion during the keynote that a game was going to ship supporting the technology later this 

year, which already hinted of significant compromise, so I would later have to go and bother the 

Nvidia representatives on their stand to try to determine the impact on the games industry, which is 

my area of interest.  

 

The first Nvidia representative I spoke to said they had “nothing further to add to announcements at 

this time”… So, I tried a different approach, and spoke to a game developer working on the stand. 

“Yes, games would ship supporting the Ray Tracing this year”, “great” I said, “so they’ll be hardware 

to play those on?... “erm… no comment…”. By the time I spoke to the third Nvidia representative on 

the stand, I had most bases covered, and while he couldn’t confirm anything, he did give a literal 

<WINK!> when I framed all the facts, so yes there will be a new range of consumer-focused 

hardware later this year and it will feature consumer level Real-Time Raytracing technology.  

So, given that consumer hardware is being proposed, I then probed relating to the fact that 

realistically, any affordable consumer level hardware is going to lack the grunt needed for a fully 

Raytraced rendering pipeline, and my expectation was exactly spot on. Only part of the rendering 

pipeline is Raytraced, so an enabling API is going to be present, but the scope of use is driven by the 

developer (and power of the silicon), clearly with the intention that over several generations of 

hardware and software implementations, a nearer to full-Raytracing solution will evolve. (I started to 

realise I’d need to rewrite several lecture slides as this conversation went on).  

At this early stage, not everything has been worked out, this is an evolving platform. Microsoft has 

implemented an API that allows several new shader types, which slot into a typical current rendering 

pipeline. I guess the intention is for these to be flexible and scalable enough, to enable new 

improved visual output now, but to extend into more complex pipelines over the coming years – 

ensuring Nvidia can continue to sell graphics cards every couple of years, and possibly giving the 

marketing basis for a next generation of consoles!  



 

For the first generation of games, coming later this year, I expect we’ll see slightly improved 

shadows on nearby objects, and possibly a couple of bounces of localised reflections and light (for 

the lucky owners of these GPUs). The main render pass would still be a typical polygon-based 

approach, with optional Raytracing adding improved visuals over this. It’s a sensible and scalable 

approach. The games industry, and hardware manufactures, can open a new technology for 

exploitation in games and future console hardware, and they also invite the film industry to invest 

big NOW, to utilise expensive non-consumer level GPUs in film production (a cost saving for this 

industry), and to continue to benefit from that technology as it’s becomes more affordable (and 

more powerful).  

Such scalable approaches to technology introduction are a good idea, and allow the users to dictate 

what the technology should be used for, and so allow an evolution into the final product. So, this all 

looks like an exciting and sensible introduction to an old-new technology for the next decade or so.  

 

Figure 3- Siren Real Time Performance Applied to Digital Character 

As part of demonstrating the power of their technology, Epic demonstrated ‘Siren’, a collaboration 

of several companies, following on from earlier evolutions of human-like rendering tech seen at 

previous events. Siren was demonstrating a virtual human and, in essence, was an extremely 

competent implementation of technology that Alex Counsell and co. have already been 

experimenting with in our own VR Lab.  

An actress in a MoCap suit was speaking and performing live, and was depicted on screen via the 

Siren avatar. What was interesting is was what was not shown, the 4 PC’s driving the experience, 

with three more humans at the controls of those. Just 4 real humans were needed to create 1 real-

time virtual one, sounds like excellent job creation to me! Each of the 4 PC’s was carrying out a role 



as one part of the pipeline, face capture, body capture, retargeting, rendering – this is similar to 

what we’ve already been doing (but with much less PC power), which shows what a great job our 

Motion Capture suite people are doing. The main ‘new’ area for the Siren implementation related to 

the facial rendering and processing (relating to geometry and targets generation), but even that was 

mainly bringing in an additional technology contributor on the project (not to dismiss the technical 

competency of the solution), this is combining several already existence technologies to make a 

more interesting result. It’s a demonstration of future potential, rather than being an easy to apply 

solution.  

 

The face animation technology was further demonstrated via a capture of facial data from Andy 

Serkis, who’s avatar demonstrated his performance of Shakespeare, the same speech and 

performance data were again finally retargeted onto an alien/creature face, driven by the same 

original dataset. It was a nice implementation, the creature version looked better than the digital 

Andy. I was worried that the Andy models face looked ready to start crying, and there was 

something odd going on just below his eyes. In a later presentation, Epic explained how they’d 

added the wetness to the eyes (they had clearly over done this!), and that they wanted to improve 

the topology of the geometry below the eyes because they weren’t entirely happy with it. I was 

pleased to have noticed these issues, even without being aware of the technical implementation 

earlier in the day, and such clearly validates my continued assessing of student work!  

 

Sony had its usual stand for PlayStation on the Expo floor. Luke Savage, our contact at Sony was 

there, but I didn’t have anything new to bring up with him in person and we can catch up anytime as 

needed. I’d hoped to take along a video of our progress on the school’s AAA game project, but it 

wasn’t possible to schedule to time needed to prepare that, and at this stage in development that 

wasn’t the end of the world.  



 

Microsoft focussed on promoting their Azure Web Services technologies, Visual Studio, and their 

Mixed Reality (MR) platform – a ‘more affordable’ option for VR than the Rift and Vive offerings, 

well I guess that was part of the intention, but those other platforms are slowly dropping in price 

too. I wanted to try the Microsoft MR technology out, to see how it performed relative to the more 

established platforms, especially as the MS version doesn’t use any tracking stations, but I wasn’t 

willing to waste hours waiting in line, and the line was very very long.  

 

Nintendo didn’t have a full Expo floor stand, which was a little surprising especially as they have 

been strongly present in the past, and I’d expected them to be engaging Indie Developers to create 

content for the Nintendo Switch. It’s possible they did this last year (when I couldn’t get to GDC), so 

maybe they are saturated with product for the foreseeable future? – it’s hard to say for sure but that 

would be my explanation. Why turn up and spend lots of money, if you’ve already covered your 

bases?  



 

On the subject of not turning up, Unity3D had a very odd approach to GDC. I couldn’t work out if it 

was out of choice, or if Epic Games had pushed them off the show floor. Unity didn’t have their 

traditional stand on the Expo floor, a focal point where you could talk to reps, get all the latest 

technology information, learn some stuff, see promos of other developer’s games, etc. There was 

none of that. Instead they had little nuggets of presence, a corner of someone’s booth dedicated to 

networking, with two tables and a couple of disinterested representatives. A space to watch Unity 

talks happening elsewhere (not on site), which was empty each time I passed anywhere near it. And 

finally, something happening in a hotel lobby, that looked small, cramped and uninviting each time I 

approached it and tried to get in, so I just didn’t bother. I tweeted them about it, but they 

demonstrated they were very happy with their arrangements, I felt they were being ‘a touch’ elite 

and unengaging with the community. Their keynote speech earlier in the week was extremely self-

confident, it reminded me of the attitude of the Atari (the original Atari, not the new fake ones), just 

before it made a bunch of poor decisions and went bust. I don’t see Unity going bust, but the 

attitude isn’t an attractive one, and won’t endear them to developers not currently using their 

technology.  

 

I did wonder if Epic had purchased Unity’s spot on the show floor, as a power play, so forcing Unity 

to have to go elsewhere. As a result, Epic had two large areas on the floor - their own usual spot, 

then what might be described as a joke at someone else’s expense on the (former) Unity3D expo 

spot. They were giving away beer, lots of beer, food, t-shirts, there was a bucking-bronco ride (see 



image above), lots of big screens to play their and partner games on, relaxing cushions, for sitting 

and drinking.  

 

Epic’s Fortnite game (the Battle Royale version) was dominant in the area, but not exclusive, there 

was space for other developers UE4 powered games too. But I could see a statement here, we are 

‘real’ games developers, ‘real’ games developers share and drink beer, and play games together, and 

share success. Epic ‘democratising’ games development (a Unity3d marketing angle) by doing, not 

just saying. So yes, Epic Games were the stars of the expo and maybe the conference, they brought 

all the innovation, excitement, technology, news and they had a large portion of my time and 

attention during the week.  

 

Google were present, but there was lots of mumbling by passers by near their stand about the 

current Cambridge Analytica data privacy scandal, like it was ever going to be a surprise that data 



would be abused by certain governments manipulating population opinion. Google tried to focus on 

games for Facebook, and their DayDream VR offerings for mobile, which gathered some interest 

with attendees wishing to experience VR (there was a short line), this didn’t especially interest me at 

this stage in the development of VR.  

 

Amazon had a strong presence, and it’s interesting that many people now fully refer to CryEngine as 

Lumberyard now, not even acknowledging its origins of the engine from the source CryEngine code-

base. Presentations, as in previous years were focused on communicating the integration of Amazon 

Web Services in with their game engine technology, and ease of deployment of applications. The 

editor interface seemed largely similar to the earlier CryEngine version, possibly with a darker 

interface to freshen it up. It’s probably worth course staff taking some time over the coming year to 

review the code-base for Lumberyard, to see if it’s managed to improve from its CryEngine origins 

and to possibly encourage it as an API for future consideration.  

Crytek, the developers of CryEngine 3 weren’t evident (in the past they’ve had a stand to promote 

their engine), it’s possible they were still meeting developers in private, indicating they are still 

struggling with financial issues, despite having profited from the sale of a fork of their engine 

technology to Amazon.  

 

Also considering things lacking in evidence, was VR. It was a crime for the conference organisers to 

change visitors to attend a VRDC (Virtual Reality Developers Conference), which is supposed to run 

alongside GDC, and has done so for a couple of years during the VR ‘Goldrush’. The games VR 

goldrush might have been very short lived, it was present during my 2016 conference attendance, 

but might have ended even before last year’s GDC, for sure, it’s over now. There were very few 

games presentations/talks relating to VR, there was some interest from film related industries 



utilising the technology, but that was mainly relating to work done by ILM and Disney (the owners of 

ILM). The most active area of interest for games VR was audio, which it seems people are still trying 

to work out and improve on. I’ve seen several of games VR audio presentations in the past, so 

decided I’d catch up with some of this year’s presentations later online.  

The state of VR and its current position in the market comes as no real surprise. The cost to 

consumer entry is still very high, apart from the limited PlayStation VR (PSVR) option. PSVR doesn’t 

let Indies develop and innovate, being a consumer only platform. If you go back to my previous 

report of two year ago, I’m reluctant to say that VR was going to be a great consumer success (a 

researcher within the faculty strongly felt my analysis was wrong), but evidence suggests my past 

expectation that VR will progress as an option, a platform to deliver on, but that isn’t driving a 

massive economy of its own still appears correct. A little like the Nintendo Wii or 3D TV, there’s a 

novelty factor for a while, then it becomes a faff and too much trouble to bother with, and this isn’t 

helped by VR often being a solitary activity. I still have higher expectations for a future version of 

Augmented Reality AR (and so therefore have interest in Microsoft’s both houses Mixed Reality MR 

platform), but I don’t see any rapid saturation of a solution until there are consumer affordable 

options that take AR out of people’s hands (currently solutions are viewed through phones), into a 

more Hololens/glasses type solution, that’s fully portable and lightweight (I anticipate Apple to 

innovate here at some point in the near future).  

So, not much more to say about AR at the moment. The only thing of note that I detected was the 

presence of a single representative for Magic Leap, which is anticipated to be the Rift or Vive-like 

driver for AR consumer take-up (if Apple don’t beat them to market, or purchase them first).  

They had a sofa, and a sign which simply said, ‘Magic Leap’, on one corner of the Epic’s beer zone 

stand of the Expo floor. However, given that it was Epic that gave up this space for the product, and 

given that Epic had mentioned UE4 engine compatibility for the technology during one of their 

keynote talks, there are small hints, that not only is the platform real, but also viable, and that it 

might be sooner rather than later, that we start to see some real-world implementations using this 

technology. Consumer market viable AR in a game friendly formfactor might not be so far away, I 

can’t wait!  

 

As with the 2016 conference, GDC 2018 tended to largely be a professional focussed game 

developer event. A couple of platform holders were confused about who might be attending 

(looking at Amazon), and there was a single cos-playing person walking around who clearly didn’t get 

the memo about who GDC was for… But largely, the newbie, wide-eyed, where’s the gold kept? 

game developer wasn’t present. In fact, the former ‘Indie’ developers are now the old gnarled 



developers, who made ‘jokes’ and complained, about why only certain developers/publishers made 

all the money, and that wealth wasn’t distributed equally. Welcome to the real world of games 

development folks.   

So, to wrap up the report, I want to quickly run through the general themes of presentations I 

attended in person during the conference, with any highlights and brief takeaways. As I’ve previously 

said, I’m happy to talk about any of these in more detail in person. 

 

There was a talk on the new AI systems in Horizon Zero Dawn, which focussed partially on the 

adaptations they’d made from a waypoint based navigation system, to a navmesh system. Their 

game features herds of robot ‘animals’, so they had to innovate to find solutions to ensure groups of 

creatures could move through spaces, while still looking natural, and avoiding the cuing at pinch 

points, but also considering threats (bigger creatures, the player, etc).  There was a suggestion to 

review a talk from last year’s GDC relating to ‘Focus Tracking’.  

As I previously mentioned, I attended several talks on Machine Learning, but takeaways were mainly 

prompts to go and look in to more stuff ourselves. Speakers in general were evangelising without 

clear goals, in some cases researchers who had something interesting, but didn’t understand our 

industry to apply such. It’s clear we need to invest more energy in this area, so there may be options 

for research within the school for those interested in finding uses for AI in production, and not just 

gameplay.  

There was a slightly rushed presentation on the clay rendering system using in the Clay Book, a fun 

looking virtual clay interactions game for console. There were slides with numbers and maths on, 

which I didn’t manage to fully capture during the talk, so I will need watch online again later, but the 

technology seems approachable and sensible, and might be applied to other game ideas or solutions 

to problems in the future.  

A talk to support my teaching in CT5CASPR, was Designing Robot Dinosaurs, which included an 

approach to “Discover/Define/Develop/Deliver”, through a double-diamond design methodology. 

As with many talks, I’ll be reviewing this again online and it might be a talk for other content creation 

focussed colleagues to review via the GDC Vault.  



 

There was a talk relating to mental health, for games developers, which while being applicable to 

developers, I also hoped might give some tips for dealing with students. Some of the ideas presented 

I do now hope to include on a couple of slides for students during Induction Week. The presentation 

was by Dr Jennifer Hazel of CheckPoint.org.au, who had a rather poorly named (for the games 

industry), AAA model of Audit, Accept, Act. The ideas were simple to explain, so I hope to borrow 

some for our own use. The school might also consider contacting CheckPoint to see if they might 

want to come and talk to our students, or if there are other ways we might collaborate regarding 

mental health.  

 

I spent most of day two of the conference focused on the Substance software toolset, including 

attending their keynote to hear about new software and technologies, primarily to support my 

teaching in CT5CASPR, but also to aid in asset production for the school’s game projects. Content 

included producing optimised texture assets for use in ILM xLAB’s Star Wars VR experience, 

Substance use in Shadow of War, debris and rubble creation for Wolfenstein 2, and finally creating 

Photorealistic materials in Designer. So, all content creation stuff, and all useful for my teaching and 

development activities.  

Day 3 was the day of the Real-time Raytracing announcement, so my main focus was around the 

presentations in this area (see notes above), and espionage on the Expo floor, which also opened to 

developers on the Wednesday.  

Day 4, I started with some audio, with a talk on giving the voices to the machines of Horizon Zero 

Dawn. I really enjoyed this talk, very engaging, and creative processes were used to address creating 

natural sounds for non-natural creatures. This was one of several talks during the week which spoke 

of using ‘recipes’, in the content creation process. I’ve not really noticed that term being used in 

game development before. At first, I thought this was an individual thing, but it was used again and 



again elsewhere in other talks. We are aware of coding recipe books, maybe this has been picked up 

from there, but here this is a deliberate process of testing a new recipe out, before becoming a 

permanent option, that could be picked up again and used for ‘cooking’ in the future. In the case of 

this project, audio development started right at the beginning of production (and the value in doing 

so is already clear in the results), and during the initial phase these proposed recipes were 

investigated, then applied to problems that presented themselves later during the design and 

implementation process. A good talk, that all should watch on the GDC Vault, not just those 

interested in audio. (I made two pages of notes for this talk alone, I was so engaged!).  

Another talk I attended was, Procedural World Generation in Far Cry 5. While there were no 

surprises in the basic ideas of this talk, what was interesting was the toolset they developed for the 

process, and how the different tools cross shared data to impact on further stages of the content 

generation. It would be good to have something similar integrated in Unreal Engine 4, possibly for a 

student project? (Even so, I also have 2.5 pages of notes from this talk too!) 

I went to a talk about the (newish) volumetric fog and lighting in UE4, mainly because the screen 

image promoting the talk looked much better than the fog in my own content. It turned out they 

were cheating in their process so the methodology was specific and limited, but it gave a few ideas 

for areas for further investigation if I get a chance.  

The final day, so getting very tired by this point. I attended a talk on Procedural Level Design in 

XCOM 2. This was another talk to mention ‘Recipes’, and also used an AI solution for testing and 

evaluating maps post generation. The implementation, and solutions to problems encountered 

seemed obvious to me, but that’s likely easy to say not being deeply involved in the project and the 

complexities of leading the team and being busy on the project.  

There was a terrible talk, thankfully the only one of the week, but it’s never good to start a talk with 

saying ‘I have lied to you about the topic for this talk’… It was relating to the parkour movement of 

the player in a zombie game Dying Light, but when your technical solution to hand geometry going 

through wall geometry is to scale down the arms, so they are smaller, and as a result now render in 

front of the walls, you know the presenter is on the clueless end of the spectrum. (Disappointing) 

To get over the shock of the previous talk, I let myself attend a short talk on the Real-Time lighting in 

Fortnite. The problem with any large technology (especially an engine) is it’s very difficult to keep 

track of the new innovations and processes, while also teaching. I wanted to attend this talk to try to 

work out the full correct workflow for a real time lit environment, therefore without using pre-baked 

lighting, which tends to work better with smaller inside environments. I did manage to pick up some 

tips, so I hope I can use what I’ve learnt in this session to try out some distance field techniques I’m 

not yet benefiting from when rendering large terrains.  

In a moment of madness, I decided to end the week at a math’s talk – A mathematical approach to 

unit analysis. Yes, possibly a mistake for the very last talk on a Friday afternoon, and yes, he used 

lots of complicated maths terms that I can’t say I fully recall, but the general underlaying principles 

were fine, and are similar mechanics to those I’ve used in the past – just without all the posh math 

language. Even so, I will be back to review this content again at a later date.  

I had hoped to get back to the show floor one last time, but that last talk took me beyond the Expo 

floor time, so it was closed before I could get back to double-check those people I’d forgotten to 

look up. Even so, I had managed to speak to someone from Perforce, so intend to email them soon 

regarding free licenses for our student projects, if Ted hasn’t already managed to sort that out.  



 

I also had a very long chat with an environment artist from Creative Assembly, who worked on Alien 

Isolation, I hope he might come along and do a talk for students at some point in the future, and 

may also might help as an inside contact at CA.  

There were various other conversations, and clearly much more come up than I could capture in 17 

pages already here, I will share with those who need to know as facts/ideas come back to me!  

 

To conclude, some of the main take-aways of Game Developers Conference 2018 this year were: 

• We might want to look more at uses for Machine and Deep Learning in production and not 

just gameplay, possibly a topic for research activities? 

 

• Raytracing is back! And there will be a first generation of consumer hardware later this 

year. The technology will likely evolve other the first couple of hardware generations, as 

developers identify their needs.  

 

• We might expect a next round the Next Gen Consoles to be based and promoted on 

Raytracing (Movie-like) GPU hardware, so the base technology needs to iterate for a 

couple of generations before it’s affordable for mass market. I estimate 2+ years minimum 

(Summer 2020 earliest) for next console generation release date, if based on this 

technology.  

 

• Unity3d might be straying a little from their core business focus and need to be careful 

about the decisions they are currently making. They have Mobile developer saturation, 

but who is actually making any money here?  

 

• Amazon with Lumberyard are on the right path, but are making slow progress, so hardly 

stand out. They need to focus on engine technologies beyond their own web platforms.  

 

• VR is doing OK, but is not earth shattering. 

 



• AR is still not here in the right formfactor to have any chance of being a massive consumer 

success. There are hints of future potential.  

 

• Audio in games especially for VR is still interesting and needs more attention to identify its 

weaknesses and address them relating to supporting immersion.  

 

• There were some suggestions to support mental health issues in game development, that 

might translate well to our (games) students.  

As previously mentioned, I missed last year’s GDC so having a clear image of industry progression is 

stunted somewhat as a result. We appear to be in a settled lull between console generations, and 

until the announcement of an implementation of the Raytracing API, there was little clear validation 

for a new generation of console hardware, especially given that the most recent hardware focus has 

been simply to render current content at higher resolutions, which has already been addressed by 

the Pro and X consoles. Now there is a marketing argument for a new generation of hardware, so 

the only limitations are the cost of the silicon (which I don’t see being significantly higher due to, in 

essence, the chips are doing exactly what they already do well – vector maths), and the changes in 

thinking, with stabilisation of the new API. As a result, the choice to launch a new generation of 

consoles comes down to the proving of the Raytracing technology, which typically happens on PC 

(starting this coming Autumn 2018), and then the balance sheets showing the timing is right to bring 

new product to market – hence my two years from now estimation. If so, the first hints of the next 

console generation may appear as early as this year’s E3 (but such would risk impacting on current 

hardware sales, so may be held back), with further details during GDC 2019.  

 

 

Figure 4-The conference site was being enhanced during the event which was occasionally challenging. 

 

Images included in the report are a combination of those I took during the event, and some posted by 

GDC’s Flickr page. 

 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/officialgdc/albums

